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Chairman’s chatter –
Vehicle Eligibility

Driving standards
As mentioned in the race report some of the Guards cars in our race
were not aware of other cars around them.
Everyone has their own race so no one is expecting cars to move out
the way, one should take up the racing line but if a quicker car at the
time is coming through or even alongside it is expected the driver
being overtaken is conscious of being of this.
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Dallas Smith, our Chief Scrutineer, is keen to carry out further checks
at future meetings so we will attempt to do some including sealing
a number of engines, probably starting at Croft. Please make sure
you have the appropriate studs and or nuts and bolts drilled
in preparation for this.

PMS 144

Who’s who
Feedback from competitors
is welcome any time throughout
the year, so do not hesitate to
contact any member of the 70’s
Committee:
CHAIRMAN: Charles Barter
CLASS A: Mark Bennett

Be aware of other competitors around you at all times.

CLASS B&G: Charles Barter

No weaving is acceptable and to be reasonable to other competitors
one should only move once to defend a position.

CLASS C: Howard Bentham

Our racing is about enjoyment, we don’t want to see bent motorcars.

CLASS F: Ralph Harwood-Penn

Paddock Layout

TECHNICAL REGISTRAR:

Organising the paddocks so Championships
can all be to together is beginning to work,
the arrangements at Brands were superb,
and I know special efforts will be in place
for Croft.
When we arrive at Oulton we will need 70s
competitors to park their trailers out of the
way, there is a fair amount of grass between
our area and the main paddock so please
use it. At all times please give due
consideration to our competitors and only
park in our designated area.
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CLASS D&E: Mark Oldfield

Ralph Harwood-Penn
EMAIL: office@hscc.org.uk

All written correspondence
should be addressed to:
Historic Sports Car Club
Silverstone Circuit
Silverstone
Northamptonshire
NN12 8TN
(ref: 70s Road Sports)
Tel: 01327 858 400
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Brands Hatch Super Prix report
Brands was hot, very hot. It was difficult to breathe
in the tin or the fibreglass boxes, oh for an open
car, the engines were struggling as well but the
brakes expired on a number of cars well before the
20 minutes were up.
What amuses me is last year the Met Office were
predicting a reasonable warm/dry summer, and we
can all remember what happened, this year all the
“weather boffins” had a Conference four or five
weeks ago at Exeter University to try to understand
why the jet stream is further south than a decade
ago, they come up with some theories and
pronounced we are in for at least ten years of
unsettled and cool summers – I rest my case.
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It was warm for qualifying but that didn’t stop Ollie
Ford finding enough space in a big field, we had
some overflow Guards cars with us, to post his
pole position time on lap 2! Yes practice was
congested, some of the novice MGB drivers from
Guards thought they were on the circuit on their
own, however the 15 minute session was brought
to a premature end when Robert Barter blew the
engine on the entrance of Clearways, spinning on
his own oil and finishing up in the gravel along with
an Elan.
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Ollie was off the line like a rocket benefitting from
the Europa’s rear engine traction and away into the
distance, holding the gap and never to be troubled
by the pursuing pack of Charles and Julian Barter,
Richard Plant and Peter Shaw in that order.
The Morgan was quickly through into second by
taking a fair amount of grass into Druids, squeezing
the Datsun up against the TVR, then Julian went
into third on the run down to Graham Hill Bend,
and that’s how it stayed at the front for most of the
race with Peter Shaw dropping back from the
leading bunch, that is until the closing few laps
when the TVR’s brakes overheated and allowed
the Datsun through but Charles was about to
experience similar problems just scrapping a third
with a very long and spongy brake pedal.
Paul Stafford, never one for wanting to practice too
early, understandable as the 70s have been on first
for every meeting so far this year, qualified along
with Guards but had a storming race coming up
through the field and having a great dice with Alan
Hersay in the Scimitar, a B Roadster from Guards
then closing in on Antony Ross with the leading Alfa.
Just a couple of cars back Chris Alford was
extracting everything out of the little Midget on its
quickest laps round the Brands GP circuit staying
well ahead of Mark Leverett’s Porsche 911 who
was some way up the road of the Lancia Monte
Carlo versus the three Alfa 2000 GTV battle of
Johan Denekamp, Ken Rorrison, James Rutt and
David Erwin respectively. There was welcome
appearances from Sarah Hutchison and Louise
Kennedy and David Tomkinson in the little Spitfire
who was having a fairly fraught outing.

Speeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeed !!!
As Jeremy Clarkson would say, here is our 70s Road Sports
Championship – Circuit Top 10. (2011/2012)
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The way we were
Charles’s Datsun, originally owned by Win Percy*, seen her at
Silverstone in 1974. All competing cars (including F1) accessed
the Silverstone pit lane by a ramp from the circuit.
The pits were actual pits, at ground level underneath the gallery
where the paying public could watch all the action. All equipment
required by the teams (a screwdriver, 1/2” AF spanner, hammer and
a bottle of Brut 33) would have to be manhandled through the gap
onto the raised pitlane.
*Win is featured in the August edition of Motor Sport Magazine.

Croft Nostalgia
We now move on to Croft where
we already have a strong entry
of 21 cars, but we can take more,
it is the most splendid drivers
circuit giving great satisfaction if
one gets it right!
It’s a mini Goodwood Revival,
flying vintage aircraft and WW2
displays and the countryside
“ain’t bad either”, and who
knows but the hot weather may
just continue into August – well
that’s put the mockers on it.

Croft
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